Introduction {#s1}
============

Stringent regulatory control of protein kinases is critically important for the integrity of cellular signal transduction. The catalytic activity of protein kinases is regulated by finely-tuned allosteric mechanisms that reversibly switch the kinase domain between active and inactive conformational states ([@bib33]). Disruption of these mechanisms, leading to constitutive kinase activity, is a major cause of human cancer, and small molecules that inhibit specific disease-associated kinases are an increasingly important component of many modern cancer therapies ([@bib75]).

Phosphorylation on a specific site in the activation loop of the kinase domain is the most widely conserved regulatory mechanism in kinases ([@bib38]). X-ray structures show that ionic interactions between the phosphate moiety and a surrounding pocket of basic residues stabilize the activation loop in a conserved active conformation ([@bib40]; [@bib71]; [@bib66]). In this active state, a catalytic asp-phe-gly (DFG) motif at the N-terminal end of the activation loop adopts an active 'DFG-In' conformation, with the aspartate residue of the DFG motif pointing into the active site to coordinate Mg-ATP, and the C-terminal segment of the activation loop positioned to bind peptide substrates. The DFG-In state is stabilized by the assembly of a network of hydrophobic residues, termed the regulatory spine, that lock together the N-terminal lobe, the αC-helix, the DFG motif and the C-terminal lobe of the kinase ([@bib41]; [@bib42]). In the absence of phosphorylation on the activation loop, kinase activity is usually restrained by rearrangements of the activation loop and DFG motif into specific autoinhibited conformations. An important autoinhibited state, called 'DFG-Out', involves a flip in the backbone torsion angles of the DFG motif, reorienting the DFG aspartate out of the active site to prevent magnesium coordination, repositioning the activation loop to block peptide binding, and disassembling the regulatory spine ([@bib32]; [@bib55]; [@bib52]). This conformational change dramatically alters the chemical makeup of the active site, and selective recognition of the DFG-Out state underlies the mechanism of action of many small-molecule kinase inhibitors ([@bib46]).

The serine/threonine kinase Aurora A (AurA) is an essential mitotic protein that controls a variety of cellular processes including mitotic spindle assembly, centrosome maturation, and mitotic entry ([@bib24]; [@bib27]; [@bib5]; [@bib47]; [@bib61]). These functions of AurA are driven by two distinct activation mechanisms of the kinase operating in different spatiotemporal contexts. At the centrosome, AurA must first be activated by autophosphorylation on the activation loop threonine residue T288 in order to carry out its centrosomal functions. At the mitotic spindle, AurA is instead activated by binding to the spindle assembly factor Tpx2 ([@bib43]). This spindle-associated pool of AurA must be maintained in the unphosphorylated state by the phosphatase PP6 in order for spindle assembly to proceed faithfully ([@bib74]; [@bib67]). Extensive in vitro studies have confirmed that Tpx2 and phosphorylation can act independently to increase AurA kinase activity by up to several hundred-fold ([@bib77]; [@bib16]).

We recently showed that activation of AurA by Tpx2 is driven by a population shift from a DFG-Out to the DFG-In state ([@bib14]). Since crystal structures of phosphorylated AurA bound to Tpx2 show the T288 phosphothreonine residue forming the canonical ionic interactions thought to stabilize the DFG-In state ([@bib4]; [@bib76]; [@bib12]), it has been assumed that phosphorylation also triggers a transition from the DFG-Out to the DFG-In state. In this paper, we show that phosphorylation on T288 in fact activates AurA through a completely different mechanism than Tpx2. Three complementary spectroscopic methods, infrared spectroscopy, Förster resonance energy transfer, and double electron-electron resonance, all show that phosphorylation does not trigger a switch to the DFG-In state, and that phosphorylated AurA continually samples both DFG-In and DFG-Out conformational states. Instead, phosphorylation triggers a conformational switch from a previously unknown inactive DFG-In substate to a fully activated DFG-In substate, enhancing the catalytic activity of the DFG-In subpopulation within a dynamic conformational ensemble.

Results {#s2}
=======

Phosphorylation of AurA on T288 does not switch the kinase into the DFG-In state {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We set out to explain how phosphorylation of AurA on T288 leads to a \~100 fold increase in catalytic activity ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1a](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib77]; [@bib16]). We previously used an infrared (IR) probe that tracks the DFG motif of AurA to show that Tpx2 binding triggers a conformational change from the DFG-Out to the DFG-In state ([@bib14]), resulting in the assembly of the active site and the regulatory spine ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). In this method, a cysteine residue is introduced at position Q185 at the back of the active site of AurA, and chemical labeling is used to introduce a nitrile infrared probe at this position ([@bib19]). To test whether phosphorylation of AurA also causes a conformational shift of the DFG motif, we prepared samples of AurA Q185C phosphorylated on T288. Homogeneous phosphorylation and nitrile labeling were verified by western blotting and mass spectrometry ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

IR spectra of nitrile-labeled phosphorylated AurA showed predominantly a single absorbance band centered at 2158 cm^−1^ ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, solid black line). We previously assigned this peak in IR spectra of unphosphorylated AurA to the DFG-Out form of the kinase, in which the nitrile probe is buried in a hydrophobic pocket ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) ([@bib14]). Addition of saturating amounts of Tpx2 peptide (residues 1--43 of human Tpx2) to the IR samples caused a dramatic spectral change wherein the central peak at 2158 cm^−1^ is largely replaced by two new peaks at 2149 cm^−1^ and 2164 cm^−1^ ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, dashed black line). These changes are indicative of a shift to the DFG-In state, in which water molecules coordinated to the DFG motif form hydrogen bonds to the nitrile probe, causing pronounced spectral shifts ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, upper right panel) ([@bib14]). To confirm that the peak at 2158 cm^−1^ arises from the DFG-Out state, we mutated residue W277, which is positioned directly against the IR probe in the DFG-Out state, but is displaced away from it in the DFG-in state, to alanine ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). IR spectra of the W277A mutant showed a clear spectral shift of the 2158 cm^−1^ peak ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with this peak arising from the DFG-Out state.

![Phosphorylation on T288 does not switch AurA into the DFG-In state.\
(**a**) IR spectra of nitrile-labeled phosphorylated AurA. The apo sample (solid black line), and the sample bound to Tpx2 (dashed black line), were measured at 5°C, and the kinase bound to ADP (colored lines) was measured at the indicated temperatures. Arrows indicate peaks assigned to the DFG-In and DFG-Out states. The inset shows the same experiments performed with unphosphorylated AurA. Single representative spectra are shown, normalized to peak maxima. (**b**) Overview of the structure of AurA in the active conformation bound to ADP (yellow) and Tpx2 (beige), with enlarged views of the DFG-In (right, PDB ID: 1OL5) and DFG-Out (bottom, PDB ID: 5L8K) states with the nitrile probe (Q185CN) modeled into the structures. (**c**) Second derivatives of IR spectra of apo WT and W277A AurA, showing the \~1.5 cm^−1^ spectral shift of the 2158 cm^−1^ peak (arrow).](elife-32766-fig1){#fig1}

The addition of ADP to apo AurA resulted in the appearance of a DFG-In subpopulation, apparent in the IR spectra as small shoulders on either side of the main 2158 cm^−1^ peak. Experiments performed over a range of temperatures showed that this DFG-In subpopulation increases at higher temperature ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, colored lines), but does not reach the level observed in the presence of Tpx2. A similar DFG-In subpopulation was also detected in unphosphorylated AurA bound to ADP ([@bib14]) ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inset), highlighting that although nucleotide binding shifts the DFG equilibrium towards the DFG-In state, phosphorylation does not seem to enhance this effect. These IR results suggested that phosphorylation alone does not substantially change the DFG-In/Out equilibrium of AurA, unlike Tpx2 binding. However, as replacement of the Q185 residue with the nitrile probe was found to alter the activation properties of AurA ([@bib14]), it was necessary to confirm this interpretation using an alternative method.

The phosphorylated activation loop adopts a range of conformations in solution, and only becomes highly ordered upon Tpx2 binding {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used intramolecular FRET to track movements of the activation loop of AurA with and without phosphorylation on T288, using a construct with a native Q185 residue ([@bib14]). Donor (D) and acceptor (A) fluorophores (Alexa 488 and Alexa 568, respectively) were incorporated on the activation loop (S284C) and αD helix (L225C) using maleimide chemistry ([@bib14]). These labeling positions were chosen to track the movement of the activation loop across the active-site cleft as the kinase switches from the DFG-Out to the DFG-In state, with the dyes predicted to be further apart in the DFG-In state ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Phosphorylation of the protein on T288 was confirmed by tryptic mass spectrometry ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), and the labeled phosphorylated sample exhibited robust catalytic activity in the absence of Tpx2, and was further activated \~4 fold by the addition of Tpx2 ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1c](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib77]; [@bib16]).

![The phosphorylated activation loop remains flexible and shifts to a more active conformation upon Tpx2 binding.\
(**a**) (left) Schematics showing the labeling scheme used to detect the DFG-In/Out transition by FRET. (right) Structures of the DFG-Out (top) and DFG-In (bottom) states of AurA, highlighting the β-sheet hydrogen bonds constraining the N- and C-terminal segments of the activation loop. The S284C labeling site is shown as a sphere. (**b**) (top) Time-resolved fluorescence waveforms for D-only (dashed lines) and D + A (solid lines) phosphorylated AurA in the presence and absence of 125 μM Tpx2 and 1 mM AMPPNP. Data are for a single representative experiment, normalized to the fluorescence peak. (bottom) Comparison of single-Gaussian distance distribution fits to fluorescence lifetime data obtained with unphosphorylated (left) and phosphorylated AurA (right). (**c**) Binding constants of ADP (top panels) and Tpx2 (bottom panels) for phosphorylated (blue) and unphosphorylated (red) AurA determined with and without the other ligand pre-bound to the kinase. Data represent mean values ± s.d.; n = 3.](elife-32766-fig2){#fig2}

Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were measured for D- and D + A labeled forms of both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA. In either phosphorylation state, titrating ADP or Tpx2 onto the kinase resulted in enhanced fluorescence emission from the donor dye and reduced emission from the acceptor, indicating a decrease in FRET efficiency ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}) consistent with a shift towards the DFG-In state. To gain more insight into the conformation of the activation loop and how it is altered by phosphorylation and ligand binding, we performed time-resolved (TR) FRET experiments to quantify energy transfer through its effect on the fluorescence lifetime of the donor dye. TR fluorescence decays were recorded using time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top panel), and were then fit to a structural model consisting of a Gaussian distribution of inter-fluorophore distances ([@bib54]; [@bib1]; [@bib56]) to represent the ensemble of conformations sampled in solution ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panels).

The distance distributions measured for the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated kinase in the absence of ligands are strikingly similar ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panels). In both cases, a broad distribution centered around \~30 angstroms is observed for apo AurA, indicating that the activation loop is highly flexible regardless of the phosphorylation state ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, black). This broad distribution is consistent with the DFG-Out state, in which the C-terminal half of the activation loop lacks contacts with the rest of the kinase domain, and is typically disordered in X-ray structures ([@bib69]; [@bib13]; [@bib20]) ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top panel). In contrast, when the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated samples were saturated with both Tpx2 peptide and nucleotide (either ADP or the non-hydrolysable ATP-analog AMPPNP), narrow distributions were observed that were shifted to \~54 angstroms ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, blue). This indicates adoption of a well-defined structure consistent with the DFG-In state, in which the segment of the loop containing the labeling site is anchored to the C-terminal lobe of the kinase by flanking β-sheet interactions ([@bib4]) ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel). In the presence of ADP or AMPPNP alone the observed distance distributions were intermediate in both distance and width between the other samples, consistent with nucleotide binding driving unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA into a similar equilibrium between DFG-Out and DFG-In states ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, red), as was observed in the IR experiments.

Phosphorylation and Tpx2 have synergistic effects on AurA conformation and nucleotide binding {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used steady-state fluorescence to measure the equilibrium dissociation constants of ADP and Tpx2 for unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, ADP bound to phosphorylated and unphosphorylated AurA with similar affinities ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top left panel), indicating that the interaction of the kinase with nucleotide is not substantially affected by phosphorylation on the activation loop. This is consistent with our IR and TR-FRET experiments, which show that phosphorylation by itself fails to trigger the long-range conformational change presumably required to couple the phosphorylation site on the activation loop to the distant ATP-binding site. In contrast, Tpx2, which does trigger a conformational change from the DFG-Out to the DFG-In state in both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA, also enhances the binding affinity of nucleotides in both cases ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, compare top panels).

While phosphorylation does not affect nucleotide binding to apo AurA, we found that it does substantially enhance the binding of Tpx2 to the exterior surface of the kinase, increasing the affinity by a factor of \~20 ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panels). This is remarkable considering that phosphorylation does not appear to stabilize the DFG-In state, and that there are no direct contacts between the T288 residue and Tpx2 ([@bib4]). In addition, once Tpx2 is bound, phosphorylation *does* lead to an enhancement of nucleotide affinity ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, top right panel, compare red and blue), indicating that allosteric coupling between the phosphorylation site and the active site, missing in apo AurA, is established in the AurA:Tpx2 complex. These trends in the affinity data are in good agreement with previous enzyme kinetics measurements ([@bib16]). Interestingly, the synergy observed between Tpx2 and phosphorylation is also reflected in our TR-FRET experiments ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A comparison between the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated samples bound to Tpx2 shows that while the unphosphorylated sample requires nucleotide to fully shift to the active state, Tpx2 alone is sufficient to achieve this in phosphorylated AurA, and the further addition of nucleotide has little effect ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, compare yellow and blue). The same trend was observed in steady-state FRET experiments ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2c](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}, double-headed arrows). Together these data suggest a model in which the allosteric effects of phosphorylation are somehow masked in apo AurA, and only become apparent when Tpx2 switches the kinase to the DFG-In state, at which point phosphorylation further stabilizes this state.

Phosphorylation promotes a single functional conformation in the DFG-In state {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

While our results reveal synergy between phosphorylation and Tpx2, they do not answer the key question of how phosphorylation itself activates AurA. Indeed, the IR and FRET data clearly show that phosphorylation on T288 by itself does not cause a substantial shift towards the DFG-In state, and that the phosphorylated kinase, like the unphosphorylated enzyme, instead samples a range of different conformations spanning the DFG-In and DFG-Out states. We hypothesized that phosphorylation must instead drive catalytic activation of AurA by altering the structure and dynamics of the DFG-In subpopulation, presumably allowing it to populate catalytically competent geometries.

To provide insight into how phosphorylation alters the structure and dynamics of the DFG-In state, we performed molecular dynamics simulations of the wild-type kinase. Simulations were initiated from the X-ray structure of DFG-In AurA bound to ADP and Tpx2 (PDB ID: 1OL5) ([@bib4]), and were run in the presence and absence of Tpx2 and with and without phosphorylation on T288. For each of these four biochemical states, 250 trajectories up to 500 nanoseconds in length were obtained on the distributed computing platform Folding\@home, for a total of over 100 microseconds of aggregate simulation time for each biochemical state. Analysis of the DFG conformation revealed that the simulations remained predominantly in their initial DFG-In state ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the simulation time was insufficient to capture the slow conformational change to the DFG-Out state. The simulations can thus be regarded as probing the conformational dynamics of the DFG-In kinase.

The T288 phosphorylation site lies in the C-terminal segment of the activation loop, the correct positioning of which is essential for the binding of peptide substrates ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the crystal structure used to initiate the simulations, this segment of the loop appears to be stabilized by interactions between the pT288-phosphate moiety and three arginine residues: R180 from the αC helix, R286 from the activation loop, and the highly conserved R255 from the catalytic loop 'HRD motif' ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib4]). To probe the integrity of these interactions in the simulations, and to investigate loop dynamics in their absence, we examined the distribution of distances between the Cζ atoms of either R180 or R255 and the Cα atoms of T288 following equilibration within the DFG-In state ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1b](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). We also tracked the distance between the L225 and S284 Cα atoms (the sites used for incorporating spectroscopic probes) to capture movements of the activation loop along a roughly orthogonal axis across the active site cleft.

![Molecular dynamics simulations of AurA show that phosphorylation disfavors an autoinhibited DFG-In substate and promotes a fully-activated configuration of the activation loop.\
(**a**) Structure of active, phosphorylated AurA bound to Tpx2 and ADP (PDB ID: 1OL5) showing the interactions between pT288 and the surrounding arginine residues. The S284 and L225 Cα atoms are shown as black spheres. (**b**) Contour plots showing the L225 Cα - S284 Cα distances plotted against the T288 Cα - R255 Cζ distances for all four biochemical conditions. The active and autoinhibited DFG-In states observed for the unphosphorylated kinase in the absence of Tpx2 (red), and the shift in the L225-S284 distance between them, are indicated. (**c**) Simulation snapshot showing the helical turn in the activation loop and the position of the T288 sidechain at the C-terminal end of the helix. (**d**) The L225 - S284 distance is plotted against the dihedral angle defined by the Cα atoms of residues 283--286 (pseudodihedral). The helical conformation in the autoinhibited state is indicated. (**e**) Kinase activity (shown as ATP turnover per second) for phosphorylated WT (blue) and phosphorylated R180A (purple) AurA unlabeled FRET constructs in the presence and absence of 10 μM Tpx2. The decrease in the activity in the absence of Tpx2 due to the R180A mutation is highlighted by the arrow. Data represent mean values ± s.d.; n = 3.](elife-32766-fig3){#fig3}

We plotted the simulated L225-S284 distances as a function of the R255-T288 distance to assess how Tpx2 and phosphorylation affect the conformation of the activation loop ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the simulations of unphosphorylated AurA without Tpx2 show that the activation loop is highly dynamic, reflected as relatively broad distributions of L225-S284 and R255-T288 distances ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right panel). The N-terminal lobe of the kinase was particularly dynamic in these simulations, and local unfolding occurred within the αC-helix in many of the trajectories, as seen previously in simulations of the epidermal growth factor receptor ([@bib62]) as well as in X-ray structures of the related AGC-family kinase Akt in the unphosphorylated state ([@bib72]). In striking contrast, the simulations showed that phosphorylated AurA is locked into a single conformation with a long L225-S284 distance (42 Å, cf. 41 Å in the 1OL5 x-ray structure) and short R255-T288 distance (\~5 Å, cf. 5.5 Å in 1OL5), indicative of a stable active state in which the loop is fully ordered and the phosphothreonine residue forms ion-pairing interactions with R255 and R180 ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom left panel, and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1b](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, phosphorylation alone is almost as effective at constraining the loop in the active state as phosphorylation and Tpx2 together ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left panels). In contrast, the simulations show that the activation loop of unphosphorylated AurA bound to Tpx2 remains somewhat dynamic ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, top right panel), and additional phosphorylation significantly stabilizes the loop.

Phosphorylation disrupts an autoinhibitory DFG-In substate {#s2-5}
----------------------------------------------------------

Although unphosphorylated AurA is highly dynamic in the absence of Tpx2, the activation loop is not in fact disordered in the simulations. Instead, two discrete subpopulations are observed: one subpopulation corresponding to the active-like state with a long L225-S284 distance (\~43 Å), and another with a much shorter distance (\~38 Å), representing a DFG-In conformation in which the activation loop is not correctly positioned for catalytic function ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, lower right panel). Manual inspection of the trajectories revealed that in this subpopulation the tip of the activation loop folds into a short helical turn spanning residues P282-R286, with the P282 proline residue serving as the N-terminal capping residue ([@bib44]) in most of the trajectories ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Calculating the pseudodihedral angle for the Cα atoms of S283-R286 across all trajectories confirmed that the inactive subpopulation possessed well-defined helical pseudodihedral values of 50--75° ([Figure 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Although this conformation has not been observed in X-ray structures of AurA, the formation of short helices in the activation loop is a common feature of the inactive states of other protein kinases ([@bib64]; [@bib68]; [@bib45]; [@bib15]).

An interesting feature of the autoinhibited DFG-In substate observed in the simulations is that the T288 residue, which immediately follows the helical segment in the protein sequence, is positioned close to the C-terminal end of the helix in almost all of the trajectories ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), with the sidechain hydroxyl forming hydrogen bonds to the backbone carbonyls of residues R285 and R286 in many of the simulation snapshots. We reasoned that upon phosphorylation of T288, the proximity of the phosphate group to the negatively-charged end of the helix dipole ([@bib30]) would destabilize this autoinhibited substate, promoting the refolding of the activation loop to the active conformation.

We wondered why the helical conformation of the activation loop has not been observed in X-ray structures of AurA. In fact, the activation loop adopts the active conformation in only a small subset of AurA structures, specifically those determined either in the presence of Tpx2 ([@bib4]; [@bib76]; [@bib12]) or other protein factors that stabilize the active state ([@bib58]). Instead, almost all of the structures of AurA in the DFG-In state (76 structures out of 138 total structures of AurA in the PDB) were determined in the same hexagonal crystal form in which the kinase adopts an inactive conformation with the activation loop misaligned and the peptide binding site disassembled. Upon examination of the crystal lattice we noticed that this conformational state of the activation loop appears to be induced by a crystal contact between the peptide binding site and a neighboring molecule in the lattice ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). This apparent crystallographic artifact may have prevented previous observation of the helical autoinhibited DFG-In substate visualized in our simulations, which model the kinase in solution rather than in the crystallographic context.

Our MD simulations, which represent over a millisecond of simulation data, predict that phosphorylation has profound effects on the activation-loop conformation of AurA within the DFG-In state, both disrupting an autoinhibited substate and promoting an active substate that is primed for catalytic function. In an attempt to confirm the simulation result that the T288 phosphothreonine residue of phosphorylated AurA is correctly coordinated in the active state, we mutated its ion-pairing partner R180 to an alanine residue and measured the effect on kinase activity. The R180A mutant possessed 4-fold lower activity in the absence of Tpx2, whereas the activity in the presence of Tpx2 was only modestly affected ([Figure 3e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with the catalytic activity of phosphorylated AurA arising from a population of molecules adopting the canonical active state in which the phosphothreonine residue is correctly ion-paired.

DEER experiments confirm that phosphorylation alters the structure of the DFG-In state, rather than shifting the DFG equilibrium {#s2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the effects of phosphorylation on the structure of the DFG-In state predicted by our simulations, we used double electron-electron resonance (DEER), a pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy technique ([@bib36]). DEER experiments measure the dipole-dipole interactions of unpaired electron spins to provide high-resolution information about the distribution of spin-spin distances in the sample. Two MTSL spin labels were incorporated into AurA at the same positions used for FRET experiments (L225C and S284C). Labeling and phosphorylation were confirmed by mass spectrometry, and MTSL-labeled samples retained close to full kinase activity ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Samples were flash frozen in the presence of saturating concentrations of nucleotides and/or Tpx2, and DEER experiments were performed at 65 K.

We first sought to confirm our above results that the phosphorylated kinase still samples both the DFG-Out and DFG-In states. DEER spectra (background-corrected dipolar evolution data) take the form of a damped oscillating signal in which the mean distance between the spin labels is encoded in the cube root of the oscillation period, and the width of the distance distribution is encoded in the degree of damping. DEER spectra acquired for the phosphorylated kinase bound to ADP or AMPPNP showed a rapidly decaying and heavily damped signal, consistent with the activation loop adopting multiple conformations ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2a](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}, blue lines). Extraction of spin-spin distances from the DEER spectra using Tikhonov regularization ([@bib10]) confirmed the presence of a broad distribution of distances, spanning \~35 to\~55 angstroms ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, blue). Control experiments with the model peptide substrate kemptide, which conforms to the consensus phosphorylation site sequence for AurA ([@bib21]), showed no effect on the conformational ensemble of the phosphorylated kinase ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2b](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). However, DEER spectra of phosphorylated AurA bound to Tpx2 decayed much less rapidly, indicating increased spin-spin distance, and exhibited pronounced oscillations, indicating a high degree of structural order ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow). The corresponding distance distribution displayed a single dominant peak at 52 angstroms ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow), representing a \~5 angstrom longer mean spin-spin distance than seen in the samples lacking Tpx2, consistent with the activation loop now adopting the extended DFG-In conformation (see [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![DEER spectroscopy confirms that phosphorylation of AurA alters the DFG-In state.\
(**a**) Background-corrected DEER spectra of unphosphorylated AurA bound to ADP (red), and phosphorylated AurA bound to either ADP (blue) or to Tpx2 (yellow). The inset shows an enlarged view of the spectra for the +ADP samples. (**b**) Population densities obtained by Tikhonov regularization for the data shown in (**a**), with prominent peaks in the distributions indicated. The increased sampling of distances beyond \~50 angstroms in the phosphorylated kinase bound to ADP is highlighted with darker blue shading. Data are from single representative experiments of two independent repeats. (**c**) Spin-spin distance distributions obtained by molecular dynamics simulations initiated from X-ray structures of AurA in either the DFG-Out state (purple) or the fully-active DFG-In state with both Tpx2 and phosphorylation (pink). The inset shows schematics of the spin-labeling scheme. (**d**) X-ray structure of SNS-314 bound to AurA highlighting interactions with the DFG motif, structured water molecules and the catalytic glutamate (E181) specific to the DFG-In state (PDB ID: 3D15). (**e**) DEER spectra (main panel) and distance distributions (inset) measured for unphosphorylated (red) and phosphorylated (blue) AurA bound to SNS-314. The distributions are vertically aligned with those shown in (**b**) to facilitate comparison. (**f**) Hypothesized energy landscape for AurA, highlighting the effect of phosphorylation on the DFG-In state.](elife-32766-fig4){#fig4}

To bolster these DEER experiments we performed molecular dynamics simulations of MTSL-labeled phosphorylated AurA in either the DFG-Out state (PDB ID: 5L8K) or the fully-active DFG-In state (PDB ID: 1OL5, AurA bound to Tpx2), totaling 75--110 microseconds of aggregate simulation data for each state. In these simulations, sampling of different spin label rotamers, combined with motion of the protein, gives rise to a range of predicted spin-spin distances. Although the simulated distributions for the DFG-In and DFG-Out states overlap, the DFG-In distribution is skewed to longer distances: distances beyond 45 angstroms are more populated in the DFG-In simulations, and distances beyond 50 angstroms are almost exclusively associated with the DFG-In state ([Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Prominent peaks are present in the DFG-In distribution at \~44,\~48 and\~52 angstroms ([Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The 44- and 52-angstrom predicted spin-spin distances are also observed in the DEER experiment performed with phosphorylated AurA bound to Tpx2 ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow), whereas the 48-angstrom peak was not observed experimentally; presumably the corresponding rotamer state is too sparsely populated to be detected at the low temperature of the DEER experiment. The simulations nonetheless confirm that the 52-angstrom spin-spin distance, which is so prominent in the experiment performed in the presence of Tpx2, almost certainly arises from the DFG-In state, and underscore that in the absence of Tpx2 phosphorylated AurA occupies a mixture of DFG-In and DFG-Out states, consistent with the IR and FRET experiments above.

We next turned to assessing how phosphorylation alters the structure of the DFG-In state. DEER experiments performed on unphosphorylated AurA bound to ADP gave qualitatively similar results to those obtained with the phosphorylated kinase bound to ADP, with a broad distribution of spin-spin distances consistent with similar populations of DFG-In and DFG-Out states ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, compare red and blue). However, close inspection of the DEER spectra revealed subtle differences between the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated samples ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} inset), and the corresponding distributions indicated that distances beyond 50 angstroms were more populated in the phosphorylated sample ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue shading). The same trend was observed in experiments performed with AMPPNP instead of ADP ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2a](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). We wondered whether the presence of a substantial DFG-Out subpopulation in these samples might be obscuring a more dramatic structural change occurring in the DFG-In subpopulation. To test this, we used the ATP-competitive AurA inhibitor SNS-314, which preferentially binds to the DFG-In state of AurA ([@bib57]) ([Figure 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), to induce a homogeneous population of DFG-In kinase. Strikingly, DEER spectra measured on unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA bound to SNS-314 showed pronounced oscillations with differing periods, indicating that both samples adopt well-defined structures, but that the major spin-spin distances are different in the two cases ([Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, the Tikhonov distributions showed sharp peaks at 49 and 53 angstroms for the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated kinase, respectively ([Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, inset).

Contrasting these results with those obtained with ADP ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) highlights that the binding of SNS-314 stringently enforces adoption of the DFG-In state and dramatically simplifies the conformational ensemble. Importantly, the resulting unobstructed view of the DFG-In state shows that phosphorylation does indeed lead to a pronounced structural change of the activation loop, reflected in the increase in spin-spin distance from 49 to 53 angstroms shown in [Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The distance distribution obtained for phosphorylated AurA bound to SNS-314 ([Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, blue) is very similar to that observed in the presence of Tpx2 ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow), confirming that these longer spin-spin distances (52--53 Å) arise from the catalytically active DFG-In conformation, whereas the shorter spin-spin distance observed with unphosphorylated AurA bound to SNS-314 (\~49 Å) corresponds to a structurally-distinct DFG-In conformation. This phosphorylation-driven structural change was also detected in a separate set of DEER experiments in which the S284 labeling site was moved to S283, and SNS-314 again used to isolate the DFG-In state ([Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly, the 4-angstrom increase in spin-spin distance observed in the DEER experiments performed with the L225/S284 labeling sites ([Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} inset) is similar to the difference in the L225-S284 Cα distances predicted by the MD simulations for the autoinhibited and active DFG-In substates ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom right panel). The DEER experiments thus support the model that phosphorylation triggers a switch from an autoinhibited DFG-In substate to the active DFG-In substate (see [Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that while phosphorylated AurA samples the DFG-Out and DFG-In states to a similar extent as the unphosphorylated kinase, the structure and dynamics of the DFG-In subpopulation are profoundly altered by phosphorylation, leading to catalytic activation.

Our proposed model for the autoinhibited DFG-In substate of AurA provides an explanation for several puzzling observations. Firstly, the presence of a third state explains how phosphorylation can promote the active state without triggering a shift in the DFG equilibrium, the central result of this paper. By eliminating the autoinhibited DFG-In substate, phosphorylation redistributes the ensemble between the DFG-Out and active DFG-In substates ([Figure 4f](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that this does not substantially change the DFG equilibrium suggests that the stabilizing ionic interactions between the phosphothreonine and the arginine residues (see [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) are offset by an energetic penalty associated with refolding the activation loop into the active configuration.

Secondly, our model accounts for the synergy between phosphorylation and Tpx2, observed in our fluorescence experiments, and reported previously ([@bib16]; [@bib50]). By unfolding the activation loop from the autoinhibited DFG-In state, phosphorylation promotes the formation of the Tpx2-interaction surface by the N-terminal segment of the activation loop, resulting in dramatically enhanced binding affinity. By binding tightly to this surface, Tpx2 in turn compensates for the energetic cost of reconfiguring the activation loop, allowing the effects of phosphorylation to be manifested as a further stabilization of the active DFG-In state, as we observed in our fluorescence experiments in terms of an additional conformational shift and enhanced nucleotide binding. While definitive confirmation of the structural model for the autoinhibited DFG-In state awaits further experiments, our DEER data are fully consistent with this model, which provides a mechanism for the activation of AurA by phosphorylation that accounts for the available structural, dynamic and biochemical data.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The majority of eukaryotic protein kinases are activated by phosphorylation on the activation loop at a site equivalent to T288 in AurA ([@bib38]). X-ray structures have suggested that the functional role of this phosphorylation is to trap the kinase in an active DFG-In state and rigidify the flexible activation loop in a specific configuration that promotes catalysis and substrate binding ([@bib40]; [@bib71]; [@bib66]). Our results show that phosphorylation can drive catalytic activation of a protein kinase without restraining the protein in the DFG-In state, providing a contrasting and highly dynamic view of an activated kinase in which major conformational changes of catalytic elements may occur continuously during the catalytic cycle. Of note, a recent single-molecule fluorescence study also reported that phosphorylated AurA dynamically transitions between multiple structural states ([@bib23]).

Binding of Tpx2 to unphosphorylated AurA causes a pronounced population shift from the DFG-Out to the DFG-In state ([@bib14]), in striking contrast with the phosphorylation-mediated activation mechanism described here. Our simulation data also reveal differences in how phosphorylation and Tpx2 affect the DFG-In subpopulation, with Tpx2 less effective at constraining the C-terminal segment of the activation loop. Thus it appears that phosphorylation and Tpx2 activate AurA through quite different - albeit complementary - mechanisms, with phosphorylation triggering a structural switch within the DFG-In subpopulation, and Tpx2 instead promoting a DFG flip to increase the population of the DFG-In state. Although we have not explicitly tracked the dynamics of the important αC-helix in this work, our previous work showed that the binding of Tpx2 substantially stabilized the αC-helix and the associated regulatory spine ([@bib14]). Given that the R180 residue on the αC-helix directly recognizes the pT288 phosphothreonine residue, and that the R180A mutation interferes with activity of the phosphorylated enzyme, phosphorylation is presumably also coupled to the αC-helix. However, while this coupling likely contributes to the switch from the autoinhibited DFG-In substate to the active DFG-In substate, our spectroscopic experiments show, surprisingly, that these interactions are not sufficiently stabilizing to substantially increase the overall population of the DFG-In state. Thus, phosphorylation can be thought of as tuning the free energy surface for the DFG-In state - favoring the active substate over the autoinhibited substate - as opposed to changing the relative free energies of the DFG-In and DFG-Out states.

It is interesting to consider the dual activation mechanisms of AurA in the light of the closely-related AGC-family kinases. The AGC kinases possess a C-terminal hydrophobic motif that docks in cis onto a pocket above the αC-helix in a manner that closely resembles the interaction of Tpx2 with AurA ([@bib22]; [@bib73]). Activation of the AGC kinases by activation loop phosphorylation and hydrophobic motif engagement are tightly coupled events ([@bib2]) and are both important for activation ([@bib3]). The contrasting ability of AurA to be independently activated by phosphorylation or Tpx2 is dependent upon a unique active-site water network that strengthens the regulatory spine of the kinase relative to that of the AGC kinases ([@bib14]). Interestingly, when Tpx2 and phosphorylation act together, they are capable of overriding the deleterious effects of mutations in the regulatory spine designed to disrupt the water network and render the spine more like that of an AGC kinase ([@bib14]). Presumably the synergistic effects of Tpx2 and phosphorylation on the conformational dynamics of the kinase, in which the αC-helix is stabilized by Tpx2 engagement and the activation loop is locked into the active DFG-In conformation, renders the additional stabilization provided by the water network redundant. It is likely that the fully-activated AGC kinases, with their hydrophobic motifs engaged on the αC-helix and their activation loops phosphorylated, closely resemble this conformationally-rigid form of AurA.

In contrast, the highly dynamic nature of AurA activated only by phosphorylation may be a unique property of the Aurora kinases that reflects the loss of the hydrophobic motif in this lineage. These motions may facilitate further regulation of AurA by additional cellular factors, allowing for graded levels of catalytic activity. For instance, phosphorylated AurA has been shown to interact with Cep-192 ([@bib39]), Bora ([@bib47]; [@bib61]), and Ajuba ([@bib28]) at the centrosome, and these interactions can further regulate AurA activity towards specific substrates. Although a model peptide substrate did not modulate AurA dynamics in our experiments, in the context of the higher-order signaling complexes found at the centrosome substrates may be presented at sufficiently high local concentration to further stabilize the activation loop in the active conformation and promote phosphoryl transfer. In this context it is noteworthy that the oncogenic transcription factor N-Myc binds to AurA through a pseudosubstrate interaction, and does indeed appear to stabilize the phosphorylated kinase in the active conformation ([@bib58]). These observations are consistent with the overarching view that protein kinases evolve under strong selective pressure to optimize their responsiveness to regulatory inputs, and not for maximal catalytic efficiency.

It is unclear whether activation of AurA by both phosphorylation and Tpx2 occurs in normal cells, where the Tpx2-bound spindle pool of AurA is thought to be predominantly unphosphorylated ([@bib74]; [@bib67]), and the centrosomal pool is not bound to Tpx2 ([@bib43]). The doubly-activated form of the kinase is prominent, however, in the tumors of \~10% of melanoma patients, where mutational inactivation of the PP6 phosphatase leads to accumulation of phosphorylated AurA bound to Tpx2 on the mitotic spindle, resulting in chromosome instability and DNA damage that can be partially reversed by AurA inhibitors ([@bib26]; [@bib29]; [@bib25]). The distinct conformational dynamics of doubly-activated AurA might provide opportunities for the development of improved inhibitors that selectively target this form of the kinase in melanoma cells.

The DFG flip has long been considered one of the key regulatory mechanisms used by nature to control the catalytic activity of protein kinases ([@bib32]; [@bib55]), but the difficulty of directly observing this structural change in solution and correlating it with activity has hampered efforts to conclusively demonstrate its regulatory role. Although AurA does adopt the DFG-Out state, our results show that activation of the enzyme by phosphorylation is not mediated by a DFG flip, but rather by inducing activating conformational changes within the DFG-In state. It is noteworthy that many other protein kinases, including non-receptor and receptor tyrosine kinases ([@bib68]; [@bib70]) and the cyclin-dependent kinases ([@bib15]), employ an autoinhibitory DFG-In state, as opposed to the DFG-Out state, for regulatory control. A major remaining question is whether the substantial DFG-Out subpopulation of phosphorylated AurA performs an important biological function, and whether this is a unique feature of AurA itself, or a more general property of activated protein kinases.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Expression and purification of AurA constructs {#s4-1}
----------------------------------------------

Aurora A kinase domain constructs were expressed in *E.coli* and purified as previously described ([@bib14]). We used a Cys-lite form of AurA (C290A C393S) that has been previously shown to possess robust kinase activity within 2-fold of WT AurA, and can be purified from bacteria in homogeneously T288-phosphorylated form ([@bib8]; [@bib59]). For IR and EPR experiments it was necessary to mutate an additional cysteine (C247) to alanine to avoid non-specific labeling. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the QuikChange Lightning kit (Agilent). Phosphorylation was verified by mass spectrometry and activity assays.

IR spectroscopy {#s4-2}
---------------

Phosphorylated Q185C AurA protein samples (human AurA residues 122--403 containing an N-terminal hexahistidine tag) were prepared using a cysteine-light form of the kinase in which all endogenous solvent-accessible cysteines were removed by mutagenesis (Q185C, C247A, C290A, C393S). After Nickel-affinity purification, repeated rounds of cation exchange chromatography were used to isolate the homogeneous singly phosphorylated species, with enrichment of the phosphorylated species tracked during purification by western blotting and activity assays ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Nitrile labeling of the purified protein was performed using a 1.5:1 molar ratio of DTNB (Ellman's reagent), followed by 50 mM KCN, and excess labeling reagents were removed using a fast desalting column (GE Healthcare). Incorporation of a single nitrile label was confirmed by whole-protein mass spectrometry ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Samples for IR spectroscopy were prepared by concentrating labeled protein (50--100 μM) in the presence or absence of 4 mM ADP and 8 mM MgCl~2~, and/or excess Tpx2 peptide (\~150 μM, residues 1--43 of human Tpx2, Selleckchem) in FTIR buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 20% glycerol). Samples were concentrated to \~1 mM and loaded into a calcium fluoride sample cell mounted in a temperature-controlled housing (Biotools) for IR experiments. IR spectra were recorded on a Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer (Bruker) equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled indium antimonide detector with 2 cm^−1^ spectral resolution. Spectra were averaged across 256 scans, background subtracted using absorbance spectra of the buffer flow-through from sample concentration, and baselined using the polynomial method in the OPUS software (Bruker).

Kinase assays {#s4-3}
-------------

Kinase activity was measured using the ADP Quest coupled kinase assay (DiscoverX) in a fluorescence plate reader (Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO) as described previously ([@bib14]). Assays were performed using 2, 5, 10, 100, or 200 nM kinase (depending on the protein variant), 1 mM kemptide peptide substrate (Anaspec), 10 μM Tpx2 residues 1--43 (Selleckchem), and 50 μM ATP (Sigma Aldrich). Activity was determined by fitting the fluorescence intensity as a function of time using linear regression. Background ATPase activity was determined using samples lacking peptide substrate, and was subtracted from the activity in the presence of substrate peptide. The average fluorescence for several ADP concentrations in the dynamic range of the assay was used to construct a calibration curve, and convert the background-corrected activity to ATP turnover numbers. Activities given are the average of three experiments, where error bars are the standard deviation of the replicates.

Fluorescence and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments {#s4-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

For FRET experiments, the AurA variant C290S/A C393S L225C S284C was expressed, purified and labeled with donor (Alexa 488, Invitrogen) and acceptor (Alexa 568) using cysteine-maleimide chemistry, as previously described ([@bib14]). Labeled samples were validated using activity assays and mass spectrometry and retained close to full kinase activity ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Steady-state FRET {#s4-5}
-----------------

Ligand titration FRET experiments were performed in a Fluoromax 4 Spectrofluorometer (Horiba) at 22°C. Assays were performed in 15 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.02% Tween-20, 10 mM MgCl~2~, 1% DMSO and 0.1 mg/mL bovine-γ-globulins at AurA concentrations of 5--50 nM. Bulk FRET efficiency and inter-fluorophore distance were calculated from the ratios of the donor fluorescence in the presence and absence of acceptor, assuming a value of 62 angstroms for the Förster radius, as previously described ([@bib14]). The steady-state anisotropy was below 0.2 for all samples and was similar across biochemical conditions ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2b](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Dissociation constants K~D~ were determined using the spectra obtained with the D + A labeled sample. The ratio F~D~/F~A~ (where F~D~ is the donor fluorescence maximum and F~A~ is the acceptor fluorescence maximum), a highly sensitive measure of ligand binding, was fit as a function of ligand concentration. For calculation of the K~D~ for Tpx2 with saturating ADP bound, K~D~ is near the concentration of fluorescent protein. Ligand depletion was accounted for by fitting the raw data to determine the plateau F~D~/F~A~ value (representing ligand saturation), calculating the percent saturation for each total ligand concentration, and then back calculating the concentration of free ligand. F~D~/F~A~ was then re-fit as a function of free ligand concentration.

Time-resolved (TR) FRET {#s4-6}
-----------------------

The time-correlated single photon counting instrument used to collect time-resolved fluorescence data has been previously described ([@bib1]). The instrument response function was obtained with the emission polarization set at vertical, while fluorescence data were collected with the emission polarization set at 54.7^o^, with a GFP band pass filter in place (Semrock).

Experimental buffer contained 15 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.02% Tween-20, 10 mM MgCl~2~. Experiments were performed at 100--200 nM unphosphorylated or phosphorylated FRET-labeled AurA, in the presence and absence of 100--125 μM Tpx2 and 0.2--1 mM ADP or AMPPNP; one phosphorylated AurA experiment also contained 1 mM DTT. For both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA, three independent experiments were performed and analyzed.

Data fitting was performed as previously described ([@bib54]). Briefly, time-resolved fluorescence waveforms were fit using custom software designed for analysis of time-resolved fluorescence ([@bib53]). The instrument response function and the model of the fluorescence decay were convolved to fit the measured time-resolved fluorescence waveform. Donor-only fluorescence waveforms were modeled using a multiexponential decay function, which accounts for the intrinsic lifetimes of the dye, with two exponentials required to fit the Alexa 488 fluorescence decay. Donor +acceptor (D + A) waveforms were modeled from the amplitudes and lifetimes present in the matched donor-only sample and modified so that a distance-dependent resonance energy transfer term, corresponding to a Gaussian distribution of inter-probe distances, describes the decrease in fluorescence lifetime relative to the donor-only control. The mean distance and full-width half maximum of the Gaussian functions were fit individually for each D + A and D-only pairing, while the parameters that described general conditions of the experiment common among all samples, such as the fraction of a given D + A sample lacking acceptor dye, were globally linked.

EPR experiments {#s4-7}
---------------

DEER samples were prepared using the Cys-lite mutant construct of AurA C290S/A C393S C247A L225C S284C (or S283C), purified as described above. AurA was labeled with MTSL (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), purified by cation exchange chromatography, and concentrated. Labeling was verified using mass spectrometry, and MTSL-labeled samples retained close to full activity of unlabeled AurA in the presence and absence of Tpx2 ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). The protein was then buffer exchanged into the experimental buffer, which was 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 10% deuterated glycerol, 2% v/v H~2~O in D~2~O. For DEER experiments, samples containing 30--60 μM MTSL-labeled AurA were prepared in the presence and absence of 100--200 μM Tpx2 and 300 μM ADP (8 mM MgCl~2~ was added to samples containing ADP). Final samples varied in v/v H~2~O concentration from 2--14%; however, no significant differences were observed in Tikhonov distributions derived from experiments performed in protonated and deuterated buffers. Samples were flash-frozen in an isopropanol dry ice bath followed by liquid nitrogen. Data shown are from one of two replicate experiments.

DEER spectra were detected at 65 K using an Elexsys E580 Q-Band spectrometer (Bruker Biospin) equipped with an ER 5107D2 resonator (Bruker Biospin) using the standard 4-pulse pulse sequence with π/2 and π pulses (including ELDOR) set to 16 and 32 ns respectively. The pump frequency was set to the central resonance position of the nitroxide echo-detected field swept spectrum while the observe position was set 24 G up-field to avoid excitation bandwidth overlap ([@bib1]).

Data were analyzed using custom software written in Mathematica which was based heavily on DeerAnalysis 2017 ([@bib34]). The raw spectra were phase and background corrected assuming a homogeneous background model to produce the DEER waveform. Distance distributions were determined using Tikhonov regularization, with an optimal smoothing parameter chosen using a combination of the l-curve and leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) techniques ([@bib18]). After choice of smoothing parameter, a range of background fits were performed to identify stable populations in the distance distributions, with highly unstable, long distance populations being largely attributable to errors in the background fit and model choice ([@bib35]).

Molecular dynamics simulations {#s4-8}
------------------------------

### System preparation {#s4-8-1}

#### Modeling WT unphosphorylated AurA {#s4-8-1-1}

WT AurA in complex with ADP was simulated with and without Tpx2. All simulations were started from the X-ray structure of WT AurA bound to Tpx2 and ADP in the presence of three magnesium ions (PDB ID: 1OL5 \[[@bib4]\]). From the crystal structure, PDBFixer (<https://github.com/pandegroup/pdbfixer>) version 1.2 was used to model in Tpx2 residues 23--29 (unresolved in 1OL5), add hydrogens belonging to standard dominant protein residue protonation states at pH 7.4, and remove phosphorylation from threonine residues 287 and 288 ([@bib17]). Crystallographic waters were retained to prevent nonphysical collapse of hydrophilic pockets during minimization. The chain containing Tpx2 was then removed for simulations without Tpx2 (-Tpx2) and retained for simulations with Tpx2 (+Tpx2). Sulfate ions present in the crystal structure were manually removed. The crystallographic ADP (containing only heavy atoms) was extracted from the structure and converted to a protonated Tripos mol2 file using OpenEye toolkit OEChem v2015.June ([@bib48]; [@bib65]). The protein structure was then loaded as an OpenMM version 7.0.1 Modeller object, and the protonated ADP was reintroduced through conversion from mol2 to OpenMM format via MDTraj 1.4.2 ([@bib17]; [@bib49]).

#### Modeling WT phosphorylated AurA {#s4-8-1-2}

Simulations of phosphorylated WT AurA in complex with ADP were prepared as above, but the phosphothreonines (denoted TPO in the PDB file) at positions 287 and 288 were left in place and parameterized using the Sticht T1P AMBER parameters ([@bib31]) retrieved from the AMBER parameter database ([@bib7]). The AMBER phosphothreonine parameter file was converted to OpenMM ffxml using a python script that has been made publically available ([@bib11]; copy archived at <https://github.com/choderalab/AurA-materials>), and subsequently converted into a hydrogen specification file for OpenMM's Modeller by hand. The PDB file generated by PDBFixer was loaded into an OpenMM Modeller object where the hydrogens and bonds were added to the TPO residues using a Forcefield object instantiated with the AMBER99Bildn parameters as well as the custom TPO parameters described above. All crystallographic waters, ADP, sulfate ions and magnesium ions were handled as with the unphosphorylated WT AurA simulations.

#### Parameterization the WT AMBER simulations {#s4-8-1-3}

An OpenMM ForceField was instantiated using AMBER99SBildn force field parameters ([@bib51]) for the protein and TIP3P water model, along with ADP parameters generated by Carlson and accessed from the Amber Parameter Database ([@bib31]; [@bib7]; [@bib51]). The phosphorylated simulations also used custom phosphothreonine parameters described above ([@bib31]; [@bib7]).

#### Minimization and equilibration for the WT AMBER simulations {#s4-8-1-4}

Local energy minimization was performed in three separate steps in order to gradually introduce bond constraints. An OpenMM System was instantiated with no constraints on bonds or angles for the first minimization, which took place in vacuum (with crystallographic waters) with no constraints on bonds or angles. After this minimization, a new System was instantiated with constraints on the lengths of all bonds involving a hydrogen atom, and minimization was repeated. The structure and positions of all atoms were then put into a new OpenMM Modeller object, where TIP3P waters were added to a cubic box extending 11 Å beyond the outermost protein atoms, along with neutralizing counterions and sufficient excess NaCl to achieve an effective salt concentration of 300 mM. Another System with constrained bonds to hydrogen was created from the solvated structure and minimized. To minimally relax the structure before deploying simulations to Folding\@Home, 5000 steps of Langevin dynamics were run using a Langevin integrator with a time step of 2.0 fs, temperature of 300.0 K, and collision rate of 5.0 ps^−1^. Nonbonded forces were modeled using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method with default parameters with a cutoff distance of 9.0 Å. All other settings remained at default values, except double precision was used throughout the minimization-and-equilibration process.

#### Production simulation for WT amber simulations {#s4-8-1-5}

The resulting system, integrator, and state data from minimal equilibrations were serialized to XML format for simulation on Folding\@Home using a simulation core based on OpenMM 6.3 ([@bib17]; [@bib63]) for both the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated systems. This entire process was repeated five times each phosphorylation simulations with and without Tpx2 to set up individual Folding\@home RUNs, with each RUN representing a distinct initial configuration generated by the minimization-and-equilibration procedure. For each of the RUNs, 50 CLONEs with different initial random velocities and random seeds were simulated on Folding\@home, where each clone ran for a maximum of 500 ns (250 million Langevin dynamics steps of 2 fs timestep with all-atom output frames saved every 125,000 steps using single precision and a Monte Carlo Barostat with pressure of 1 atm, temperature of 300 Kelvin, and barostat update interval of 50 steps), generating over 100 μs of aggregate simulation data for each of the WT conditions (with and without Tpx2).

#### Modeling Spin Probe-labeled AurA {#s4-8-1-6}

Because AMBER parameters for spin probes were not widely available, we used the equivalently modern CHARMM36 generation of forcefields for MTSL-labeled AurA, simulated in complex with ADP and with and without both TPX2 and phosphorylation, for a total of four possible combinations per starting structure. Simulations were started from two different starting configurations: DFG-in (PDB ID: 1OL5) and DFG-out (5L8K ([@bib9])). For the crystal structure of 1OL5, Schrödinger's PrepWizard ([@bib60]) (release 2016--4) was used to model in Tpx2 residues 23--29 (unresolved in 1OL5), and add in hydrogens at pH 7.4 for both protein residues and ADP. The protonation state of ADP was assigned the lowest energy state using Epik at pH 7.4 ± 2. Hydrogen bonding was optimized using PROPKA at pH 7.4 ± 2. The entire structure was minimized using OPLS3 and an RMSD convergence cutoff of 0.3 Å. Because TPX2 is not present in the 5L8K structure, the coordinates and crystal waters of Tpx2 in 1OL5 after preparation were transferred to the unprepared 5L8K after aligning the kinase domain to 1OL5 and deleting the vNAR domain (chain B) from 5L8K. 5L8K was then prepared using the same protocol as above, removing any organic solvent molecules but retaining all crystal waters. All three structures were run through CHARMM-GUI Solvator tool ([@bib37]) (<http://www.charmm-gui.org/?doc=input/solvator>). In the first stage of this tool, all crystal waters and magnesiums in the structures where retained, while sulfates were deleted. Tpx2 was deleted at this stage for the non-Tpx2 conditions. Phosphorylation was either built in or deleted for the threonine at residue 288 in the second stage of the Solvator tool. Also in this stage, residues 225 and 284 were mutated to cysteines and the MTSL spin label (named CYR1) was added to those residues. C290 was mutated to serine in the unphosphorylated conditions and alanine in the phosphorylated conditions, to match the DEER experimental conditions. After the PDB file was generated, a rectangular solvent box was generated using 10 Å edge distance fit to the protein size, with 300 mM NaCl placed using the Monte-Carlo method.

#### Parameterization the MTSL labeled CHARMM simulations {#s4-8-1-7}

An OpenMM ForceField was instantiated using CHARM36 ([@bib6]) force field parameters for the protein and water model, along with ADP, TPO, and CYR1 parameter files output by CHARMM-GUI.

#### Minimization and equilibration for the MTSL labeled CHARMM simulations {#s4-8-1-8}

A local energy minimization was performed with no constraints on bonds or angles, which took place in the solvated water box output by CHARMM-GUI and loaded into an OpenMM object. After minimization, 5000 steps of NVT dynamics were run using a Langevin integrator with a time step of 1.0 fs, temperature of 50K and a collision rate of 90.0 ps^−1^. Nonbonded forces were modeled using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method with a cutoff distance of 9.0 Å. All other settings remained at default values, except mixed precision was used throughout. After this, a second equilibration was run using 500000 steps of NPT dynamics using a Langevin integrator with a temperature of 300 Kelvin, collision rate of 90 ps^−1^, and timestep of 2.0 fs. A Monte Carlo Barostat was used with pressure of 1 atm and barostat update interval of 50 steps. To minimally relax this structure, 500000 steps of Langevin dynamics were run using a Langevin integrator with a two fs time step, 300 K temperature, and a collision rate of 5 ps^−1^.

#### Production simulation for MTSL labeled CHARMM simulations {#s4-8-1-9}

The resulting system, integrator, and state data from the minimization and equilibration were serialized to XML format for simulation on Folding\@Home using a simulation core based on OpenMM 6.3. This was done for all eight conditions, where each combination of starting structure, phosphorylation status and Tpx2 status was set up as a RUN. For each of the RUNs, 100 CLONEs with different initial random velocities and random seeds were simulated on Folding\@home, where each clone ran for a maximum of 3 μs (1.5 billion Langevin dynamics steps with all-atom output frames saved every 250,000 steps using mixed precision and a Monte Carlo Barostat with pressure of 1 atm, 300 Kelvin, and barostat frequency of 50). In aggregate, each of the 12 configurations totaled between 75-110μs per starting configuration.

#### Data analysis {#s4-8-1-10}

Distances and torsions were computed using the compute_distances and compute_dihedrals functions in MDTraj v 1.8.0. For the WT Amber simulations, the first 100 ns of each CLONE were discarded. The first 250 ns were discarded for the CHARMM MTSL labeled AurA simulations to allow sufficient relaxation following the introduction of spin probes. Distance probability plots were generated using Seaborn v0.8.1 (<https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.883859>) distplot using the norm_hist parameter. The distance and dihedral contour plots were generated using the kdeplot function in Seaborn v0.8.1. All analysis scripts have been made publically available ([@bib32]).
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The reviewers agree that this is a very detailed analysis of the dynamic features of the activation loop of an important protein kinase, and in particular of the DFG motif. It is more comprehensive than any previous study and also introduces new concepts for thinking about this important conserved feature of every protein kinase. The spectroscopic studies are well done and informative and some of the technologies are new. However, the overall organization of the paper is a weakness and the major concepts were not clearly articulated and in some cases appear contradictory. Most importantly, it was felt that the DFG motif cannot be considered independently of the other concerted and correlated motions that are mediated by the C-Helix and by the Tpx2 motif that docks directly onto the C-Helix. It is felt that key issues were lost in the interpretation of the results and in the discussion. To submit a revised manuscript there would need to be major revisions as outlined below. Given the potential importance of these findings we would be willing to consider a substantially revised manuscript.

1\) A major concern has to do with the relative roles of Tpx2 and phosphorylation in vivo. You note that Tpx2 operates at the mitotic spindle, where the kinase is kept unphosphorylated by the action of PP6, whereas at the centrosome activation is by phosphorylation at T288 on the activation loop, implying two distinct activation mechanisms. There was no discussion of what Tpx2 actually does in addition to recruiting a phosphatase. Your studies, as well as earlier literature, indicate that Tpx2 and phosphorylation can act synergistically in vitro, but it is not entirely clear whether phosphorylation alone or another factor that serves a role similar to Tpx2 might operate at the centrosome. A revised manuscript would require a clear mechanistic discussion concerning the role of activation loop phosphorylation and Tpx2 docking onto the C-Helix, which are correlated motions.

2\) The reviewers feel that the kinetic data in the last part of the paper are not particularly solid. For example, the stopped-flow experiments lead to the model that the DFG-Out configuration is needed for nucleotide release and could be an intermediate step in the catalytic cycle. However, these experiments were performed in the absence of a peptide substrate. What happens under conditions where peptide is present? Overall, the arguments regarding a possible role of the \"out\" conformation in nucleotide release are not sufficiently substantiated, so we would ask that these portions be dropped from the manuscript unless they are fortified with more extensive measurements with peptide substrate.

3\) The activation segment clearly serves to activate kinases, but phosphorylation also provides the docking site for substrates. It is conceivable that binding of a specific substrate will stabilize the DFG-in conformation further and this effect could be dependent on a particular substrate. MYC for instance has been recently described as a substrate that interacts in a fashion that is dependent on the DFG conformation (DFG-out inhibitors displace it). Thus, it is likely that the dynamic properties will change in the presence of specific substrates.

4\) Another concern is that ADP and not ATP was used here; this is convenient as ATP will probably lead to additional autophosphorylation during the measurements. However, the γ phosphate, as well as the second metal ion, forms important interactions with the DFG and will almost certainly influence its dynamic properties, especially if the phosphatase is also nearby. ADP concentrations (50-100 uM) are significantly lower than ATP (1-5 mM) concentrations in cells. While AMP-PNP, a non-hydrolyzable ATP analog may not completely mimic ATP, it would be better that ADP. Why was it not used? These issues should be discussed to address the concern that the proposed model is more generally relevant than just to the narrow conditions studied here.

5\) The conclusion that the DFG-In population doesn\'t shift with phosphorylation is based in part on the nitrile-labeled Q185C data in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. However, Dodson and Bayless, 2012, showed that the labeled Q185C has very little activity without Tpx2. So can they be sure that these data reflect the native enzyme rather than an artifact of the mutation/labeling? The trFRET-derived population data look more convincing in this regard, since they show that labeling has modest effects on activity. On the other hand, with the DEER data, the broader distribution of the phos+ADP vs. unphos +ADP in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} does suggest a degree of population shift, and includes some species around the 52 Å peak found with Tpx2. What happens if the authors try to fit Gaussians around the major peaks? Overall there are a number of inconsistencies in the different sets of experiments. As indicated above introducing the kinetic data in contrast to the steady state data only adds further confusion.

6\) More explicit reference to earlier validation of the spectroscopic techniques, including effects (or lack thereof) on enzyme activity by the introduction of cysteines and probes, use of ADP vs. ATP as a cofactor, etc. should be provided. What new techniques and data are introduced here?

7\) To state that regulation of Aurora A by phosphorylation and by Tpx2 are normally mutually exclusive is a simplification that is not substantiated by your data. Without more data and information on the time scales and physiological partners of Aurora A under different conditions, this statement seems to be an over simplification.

8\) Another concern is with the final statement in the discussion regarding the evolution of kinases. The evolutionary pressure for kinases is probably not to optimize for catalytic efficiency (i.e. substrate binding and product release) but rather to optimize for regulation via a switch mechanism, which is what you are characterizing here.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"A dynamic mechanism for allosteric activation of Aurora kinase A by activation loop phosphorylation\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Philip Cole (Senior Editor), a Reviewing editor, and two reviewers.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

The reviewers agree that your revised manuscript is substantially improved, including the addition of new data with AMP-PNP and the removal of the kinetic data, focusing on the dynamic features of the DFG motif and the synergy between the activation loop and the TPX2 docking motif. This is a comprehensive analysis of the dynamic features of these regions that converge at the active site and provides a foundation for others to think about this region. The use of multiple biophysical techniques is a great strength. Although each kinase is regulated in unique ways, all involve the critical coupling of these regions, and these motions are tightly regulated. The results are thus highly relevant to a large set of investigators in the signaling area.

Having said this, the reviewers feel that interpretation of the results need further revision; these do not require additional experiments:

1\) The questions addressed in point 3 in the rebuttal letter highlight the peptide substrates and in fact talk about substrates likely diffusing in and out of the active site. These substrates bind weakly (Km 10 mM) so it is not likely that these are physiologically relevant. Indeed, experiments at high peptide concentration indicate no changes on the activation segment conformation. It is important to emphasize that in cells the substrates are not peptides, but proteins that are often tethered to a signaling complex by motifs that are not at the active site. Such substrates can have docking sites that increase their local concentration; if they are tethered by an additional site they are not limited by diffusion once the kinase is activated, even if it is activated in a very transient way. The authors should comment on this, as the whole system may be seen in a different way if one considers it as a tightly assembled signaling complex. In this scenario it is very likely that there could be an as yet unidentified functional equivalent of Tpx2 in the mitotic spindle.

2\) The authors note that MYC binds as a pseudosubstrate to AurA. It has, however, also been shown that type II inhibitors displace MYC, thus there is presumably tight coupling between the activation segment and substrate binding. It would be good to discuss this a bit more.

3\) The authors argue that the \"...C-helix is likely also coupled to these elements, but we note that the scale of the conformational changes of the C-helix in AurA is small (as is the case in the entire AGC lineage due to the constraining influence of the B-helix in these proteins)\". This is not evident from crystal structures that show flexibility of the alphaC helix. Admittedly, these structures lack the N-terminus but if the N-terminus constrains alphaC movement this would also pose a problem for the construct used in the spectroscopic data that uses a similar boundary. The authors should attempt to reconcile this issue in the discussion.

4\) The synergy between the two regions -- the TPX2 docking site (referred to as the hydrophobic motif in other AGC kinases) and the activation loop -- is a fascinating conclusion. While this synergy is critical in all kinases and highly regulated, it is not easily trackable in other kinases. Aurora A with its trans mechanism for docking to the hydrophobic motif is an exceptional model system to tease apart this synergy but the results are in general likely to be applicable to other kinases. The authors should at least pose the question of whether phosphorylation of the activation loop actually \"drives\" the assembly of the active kinase or \"facilitates\" the assembly of the active kinase.

5\) The authors should state clearly that the driving force for evolution of the protein kinases is likely to be regulation and not highest efficiency catalysis.

6\) With regard to correlated motions of the C-Helix and the Hydrophobic Spine, we think it is important to include this motif in your analyses as these all seem to be related motions, including the water molecules that you describe. Even though the C-Helix does not substantially move in the AGC kinases, as you point out, it is the alignment of the spine residues that is critical and in the case of the AGC kinases there has been much attention paid to the \"capping\" of the R-spine with the hydrophobic motif -- a process that is highly regulated in unique ways for each AGC kinase. With Aurora A you have a very unique system which allows you to tease apart the allosteric features of the hydrophobic motif as it comes from a different protein. However, the concepts are likely to be similar. It would at least be useful to see one figure that compares the DFG motif and the water molecules, as well as the second Mg ion, with the R-spine in the DFG-In and DFG-out position -- even if it is in the supplement.

7\) There is a question that relates to the C185 position, which is where you place one of the labels. This residue clearly is packed against the DFG phenylalanine in the DFG-out position. Cys itself is quite hydrophobic as is your probe. You demonstrate that the properties of the modified protein resemble those of the wt protein. However, do you know what happens if you replace this Cys with an Ala? Is this an activating mutation? It would seem that the unique position of this Cys might contribute to maintaining the DFG out inhibited state. Is this a possibility?

10.7554/eLife.32766.019

Author response

> The reviewers agree that this is a very detailed analysis of the dynamic features of the activation loop of an important protein kinase, and in particular of the DFG motif. It is more comprehensive than any previous study and also introduces new concepts for thinking about this important conserved feature of every protein kinase. The spectroscopic studies are well done and informative and some of the technologies are new. However, the overall organization of the paper is a weakness and the major concepts were not clearly articulated and in some cases appear contradictory. Most importantly, it was felt that the DFG motif cannot be considered independently of the other concerted and correlated motions that are mediated by the C-Helix and by the Tpx2 motif that docks directly onto the C-Helix.

We never meant to suggest that the DFG motif can be considered independently of the motions of the activation loop and C-helix. Indeed, we take the striking similarity in the IR and FRET/EPR data -- which all show similar nucleotide- and Tpx2-mediated conformational shifts -- as a clear indication that conformational changes of different structural elements are tightly coupled across the kinase domain. We concur that the C-helix is likely also coupled to these elements, but we note that the scale of the conformational changes of the C-helix in AurA is small (as is the case in the entire AGC lineage due to the constraining influence of the B-helix in these proteins) and therefore challenging to measure directly, and we have therefore relied on the DFG motif and activation loop as readouts of the overall conformational state of the kinase.

> It is felt that key issues were lost in the interpretation of the results and in the discussion. To submit a revised manuscript there would need to be major revisions as outlined below. Given the potential importance of these findings we would be willing to consider a substantially revised manuscript.

We regret that the original manuscript was confusing in places. We believe that the removal of the kinetics section as suggested by the reviewers, and our refocusing of the discussion on the key structural questions, particularly how phosphorylation triggers a structural rearrangement within the DFG-In state, have simplified the revised manuscript and improved the clarity and focus. We believe that the central result of the paper, that phosphorylation alters the structure of the DFG-In state to bring about activation, is now much more prominently and clearly articulated.

> 1\) A major concern has to do with the relative roles of Tpx2 and phosphorylation in vivo. You note that Tpx2 operates at the mitotic spindle, where the kinase is kept unphosphorylated by the action of PP6, whereas at the centrosome activation is by phosphorylation at T288 on the activation loop, implying two distinct activation mechanisms. There was no discussion of what Tpx2 actually does in addition to recruiting a phosphatase. Your studies, as well as earlier literature, indicate that Tpx2 and phosphorylation can act synergistically in vitro, but it is not entirely clear whether phosphorylation alone or another factor that serves a role similar to Tpx2 might operate at the centrosome. A revised manuscript would require a clear mechanistic discussion concerning the role of activation loop phosphorylation and Tpx2 docking onto the C-Helix, which are correlated motions.

The reviewers raise a good point. Our assertion that the roles of Tpx2 and phosphorylation were largely independent in vivo was based on considerable previous work by other labs. For instance, the work of Toya et al., 2011 showed that spindle-associated AurA is not phosphorylated on T288, and that a T288A mutant of AurA does not block the spindle functions. Further, work by Zeng et al., 2010 has confirmed that the major population of AurA on the spindle is not phosphorylated on T288 due to the action of the PP6 phosphatase. Similarly, studies of Tpx2 localization and knockdowns (Kufer et al., 2002) showed that Tpx2 is not present at the centrosome, does not interact with centrosomal AurA and is not required for its centrosomal localization and function. These in vivo studies formed the basis for our assertion that the two activation mechanisms are independent. We have edited the Introduction section to more clearly describe these points.

We concur with the reviewers that our biochemical data showing striking synergy between Tpx2 and phosphorylation could be considered puzzling in light of the in vivo work, and might potentially indicate the existence of a small but functionally-important cellular pool of AurA that is activated by both Tpx2 and phosphorylation. In light of this we have toned down the assertion of the independence of the Tpx2 and phosphorylation mechanisms in the revised Discussion section. However, we note that the presence of both synergy and independence in the actions of Tpx2 and phosphorylation was previously reported by Dodson and Bayliss, 2012 ("Activation of Aurora-A kinase by protein partner binding and phosphorylation are independent and synergistic"). We now include a new section at the end of the Results that describes how our model for a novel autoinhibited DFG-In substate provides an explanation for the synergy: disruption of the autoinhibited state by phosphorylation promotes the assembly of the Tpx2 binding site.

Finally, we have further amended the Discussion section of the manuscript to make the following important connection with the related AGC family kinases and our previous work, which provides some context for considering the relative synergism versus independence of phosphorylation and Tpx2. Our previous work (Cyphers et al., 2017) showed that the ability of AurA to be strongly activated by either phosphorylation alone or by Tpx2 alone (at least in vitro) was due to an enhanced regulatory spine in the Aurora kinase lineage involving a unique polar residue that coordinates a water-mediated hydrogen bond network in the active site. We showed that removal of this feature by mutagenesis, essentially converting AurA into an AGC-like kinase, prevented individual activation of AurA by phosphorylation or Tpx2 alone, such that both were required simultaneously for activation. This is analogous to the situation found in the AGC kinases where hydrophobic motif engagement and phosphorylation occur as a concerted activation process. We believe it likely that the emergence of the unique hydrogen bond network in AurA was necessary to allow for independent activation of spindle- and centrosome-associated AurA pools. We have now included a discussion of this point in the revised manuscript.

We certainly concur with the reviewers that the existence of a Tpx2-like element that further modulates AurA activity at the centrosome is possible; while identification of this is outside of the scope of this work, we have mentioned the possibility of further modulation of centrosomal AurA by protein-protein interactions in the revised Discussion section.

> 2\) The reviewers feel that the kinetic data in the last part of the paper are not particularly solid. For example, the stopped-flow experiments lead to the model that the DFG-Out configuration is needed for nucleotide release and could be an intermediate step in the catalytic cycle. However, these experiments were performed in the absence of a peptide substrate. What happens under conditions where peptide is present? Overall, the arguments regarding a possible role of the \"out\" conformation in nucleotide release are not sufficiently substantiated, so we would ask that these portions be dropped from the manuscript unless they are fortified with more extensive measurements with peptide substrate.

We agree with the reviewers that the kinetic data were a weakness of the original paper. Although we maintain that the question of the functional role of the large DFG-Out subpopulation of phosphorylated AurA is an important and interesting question, we concur that this is outside the scope of the current work, and that the inclusion of the kinetic data unnecessarily complicated the manuscript and led to confusion. We have therefore decided to remove the kinetic section and refocus the manuscript on the key structural effects of phosphorylation.

> 3\) The activation segment clearly serves to activate kinases, but phosphorylation also provides the docking site for substrates. It is conceivable that binding of a specific substrate will stabilize the DFG-in conformation further and this effect could be dependent on a particular substrate. MYC for instance has been recently described as a substrate that interacts in a fashion that is dependent on the DFG conformation (DFG-out inhibitors displace it). Thus, it is likely that the dynamic properties will change in the presence of specific substrates.

The reviewers bring up an excellent point about the potential role of substrates in modulating AurA conformation. We performed several experiments in an attempt to dissect the effects of substrate binding on the conformational dynamics of AurA. Unfortunately, the available consensus substrate peptides for AurA are relatively poor, with measured Km values in the millimolar range. We in fact performed IR, FRET and EPR experiments in the presence of 10 mM of the substrate peptide kemptide, which conforms to the consensus sequence determined for AurA by Ferrari et al., 2005, and found no effect on the conformation of the kinase using any of these methods. We have included the EPR data in the revised paper ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2B](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). We think it likely that substrate recognition is in fact transient, with the substrate diffusing into the active site and interacting weakly and briefly with the kinase.

We note that MYCN actually binds as a pseudosubstrate to AurA, and although it binds tightly and does indeed trap the kinase in the active state, as shown by the work of Richards et al., 2016, it is important to appreciate that this binding is a non-catalytic scaffolding function of AurA, and does not reflect a normal kinase:substrate interaction.

> 4\) Another concern is that ADP and not ATP was used here; this is convenient as ATP will probably lead to additional autophosphorylation during the measurements. However, the γ phosphate, as well as the second metal ion, forms important interactions with the DFG and will almost certainly influence its dynamic properties, especially if the phosphatase is also nearby. ADP concentrations (50-100 uM) are significantly lower than ATP (1-5 mM) concentrations in cells. While AMP-PNP, a non-hydrolyzable ATP analog may not completely mimic ATP, it would be better that ADP. Why was it not used? These issues should be discussed to address the concern that the proposed model is more generally relevant than just to the narrow conditions studied here.

We did include steady-state FRET experiments with AMPPNP in the original manuscript, and observed very similar results to those with ADP. However, given the importance of this question we agreed with the reviewers that we needed to repeat the other experiments with AMPPNP as well. We have now repeated both the time-resolved FRET and DEER experiments with AMPPNP and observe very similar results to those obtained with ADP ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 2A](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the DEER experiments with AMPPNP nicely confirm that nucleotide alone does not push either phosphorylated or unphosphorylated AurA fully into the DFG-In state, and that Tpx2 is required to do this in both cases ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2A](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). This comparison between unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA bound to AMPPNP further highlights that phosphorylation does lead to a slight increase in the sampling of spin-spin distances beyond 50 angstroms, as pointed out by the reviewers in point 5 below. As discussed in response below, this result is consistent with our model that the structure of the DFG-In state is altered by phosphorylation such that it contributes a spin-spin distance of around 52 angstroms to the distance distribution, instead of a distance of around 49 angstroms in the absence of phosphorylation.

Although it might seem surprising that coordination of Mg-ATP by the DFG Aspartate does not trap the kinase in the DFG-In state, it arguably makes sense from the standpoint of using the DFG equilibrium for regulatory control, as Tpx2 does. If ATP binding was tightly coupled to the DFG equilibrium, then the high concentration of ATP in the cell would force AurA into the DFG-In state, overriding any ability of Tpx2 or other factors to influence the DFG equilibrium. Instead, nature has ensured that nucleotide is only weakly coupled to the DFG equilibrium, so that binding and release can occur without overriding the regulatory status of the enzyme.

> 5\) The conclusion that the DFG-In population doesn\'t shift with phosphorylation is based in part on the nitrile-labeled Q185C data in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. However, Dodson and Bayliss, 2012, showed that the labeled Q185C has very little activity without Tpx2. So can they be sure that these data reflect the native enzyme rather than an artifact of the mutation/labeling? The trFRET-derived population data look more convincing in this regard, since they show that labeling has modest effects on activity. On the other hand, with the DEER data, the broader distribution of the phos+ADP vs. unphos +ADP in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} does suggest a degree of population shift, and includes some species around the 52 Å peak found with Tpx2. What happens if the authors try to fit Gaussians around the major peaks? Overall there are a number of inconsistencies in the different sets of experiments. As indicated above introducing the kinetic data in contrast to the steady state data only adds further confusion.

The reviewers are absolutely correct that the kinase activity of the nitrile-modified enzyme is minimal without Tpx2, and that this could in principle be a sign of a deleterious effect of the labeling on the conformational equilibrium. Indeed, we would not seek to conclude solely from the IR data that the DFG equilibrium is not shifted by phosphorylation. However, the conformation of the DFG motif is tightly coupled to that of the activation loop, as is established from numerous x-ray structures of kinases as well as our results with Tpx2, and the TR-FRET and DEER data do both support the interpretation that phosphorylation has minimal effect on the conformational equilibrium of the activation loop. Indeed, the slight difference between the DEER distributions of AurA:ADP with and without phosphorylation mentioned by the reviewers (see [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} of the revised manuscript) can actually be attributed to the different structures of the DFG-In state in the two cases, as is nicely demonstrated by our experiments with SNS-314 ([Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}): the DFG-in state of phosphorylated AurA contributes a spin-spin distance of \~52-53 angstroms to the distance distribution, whereas the DFG-in state of unphosphorylated AurA instead contributes a 49-Å distance. The new experiments with AMPPNP included in the revised manuscript further support this result (see [Figure 4---figure supplement 2A](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}, where the darker blue shading highlights the increased sampling of distances beyond 50 angstroms in the phosphorylated sample). We regret that this was not clear in the original manuscript, and in the revised manuscript we have consolidated the EPR data into a single figure and heavily edited the discussion of the data to help highlight this critical point. We have also further verified the phosphorylation-driven structural change within the DFG-In state using a separate set of DEER experiments in which one of the spin-labels was moved to S283 (instead of S284) and SNS-314 again used to isolate the DFG-In state. These data confirm that phosphorylation causes a pronounced structural change within the DFG-In state ([Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}).

We agree that the inclusion of the kinetic data led to confusion and have removed this section from the revised manuscript and refocused the discussion on how phosphorylation alters the structure of the DFG-in state of AurA to activate the kinase, the central conclusion of this work.

We did attempt to fit the distance distributions to Gaussian functions as suggested by the reviewers to estimate the degree to which the DFG-Out and DFG-In states are populated in each sample. However, because of the complexity of the Tikhonov-derived distance distributions, with three to four distinct peaks contributed by each structural state due to alternative rotamers of the spin probes, this fitting procedure is problematic and we did not find the results to be very reliable or informative. We decided to focus instead on more qualitative descriptions of the distributions which nonetheless serve to illustrate the central points that a) the conformational ensemble of phosphorylated AurA is heterogeneous in the absence of Tpx2 and b) phosphorylation alters the structure of the DFG-In state as reflected in the contribution of a 52-Å distance to the distribution.

We feel that in the revised manuscript the apparent inconsistencies between the different methods have been resolved. Specifically, all three experimental methods strongly support the key observations that:

A\) Unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA reside in a similar conformational equilibrium between DFG-Out and DFG-In states.

B\) Tpx2 binding is required for both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated AurA to homogeneously adopt the DFG-In state.

> 6\) More explicit reference to earlier validation of the spectroscopic techniques, including effects (or lack thereof) on enzyme activity by the introduction of cysteines and probes, use of ADP vs. ATP as a cofactor, etc. should be provided. What new techniques and data are introduced here?

We have edited the manuscript to ensure that the validation data are clearly presented and previous work appropriately cited throughout. We have now included additional information on the preparation of the phosphorylated Q185CN form of AurA for IR in [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}, and in the interest of full disclosure have added a sentence to the figure legend highlighting the substantially decreased kinase activity of this sample observed in the absence of Tpx2, which is also shown in the figure. We feel that the fact that the incorporation of fluorescent dyes and spin-labels has very little effect on kinase activity is a major strength of the analysis that bolsters the validity of the story. An additional important point is the considerable validation of the Cys-lite construct of AurA performed by Richard Bayliss' group, including validation of kinase activity (Rowan et al., 2013) and the dissection of how the C290A mutation simplifies the phosphorylation pattern obtained during recombinant expression in *E. coli*, and the crystal structure of the Cys-lite construct determined by Burgess et al., 2015 which was essentially indistinguishable from the WT. We have now cited these advances in the Materials and methods section.

> 7\) To state that regulation of Aurora A by phosphorylation and by Tpx2 are normally mutually exclusive is a simplification that is not substantiated by your data. Without more data and information on the time scales and physiological partners of Aurora A under different conditions, this statement seems to be an over simplification.

As discussed above in response to point 1, we concur that we may have overstated this point, which was based on the in vivo work of other groups and not on our own data, which indeed could be seen to potentially support a physiological role for Tpx2 and phosphorylation acting together. We have edited the manuscript to tone down this assertion and removed the "mutually exclusive" phrase. We have also included in the revised Discussion section a comparison between the Tpx2/phosphorylation mechanisms of AurA and the activation mechanisms of the related AGC family kinases. We feel this discussion helps put our work in context and more accurately describes the dual activation mechanisms of AurA as a variation on a theme rather than an entirely unique property.

> 8\) Another concern is with the final statement in the discussion regarding the evolution of kinases. The evolutionary pressure for kinases is probably not to optimize for catalytic efficiency (i.e. substrate binding and product release) but rather to optimize for regulation via a switch mechanism, which is what you are characterizing here.

We agree with the reviewers that the primary selective pressure operating on kinases is regulatory, and in the light of the removal of the kinetics section and the refocusing of the manuscript on the structural story, we have amended this last section of the Discussion. We do think that the potential function of the DFG-Out subpopulation is an intriguing question, but agree that this should be left for a future analysis.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> 1\) The questions addressed in point 3 in the rebuttal letter highlight the peptide substrates and in fact talk about substrates likely diffusing in and out of the active site. These substrates bind weakly (Km 10 mM) so it is not likely that these are physiologically relevant. Indeed, experiments at high peptide concentration indicate no changes on the activation segment conformation. It is important to emphasize that in cells the substrates are not peptides, but proteins that are often tethered to a signaling complex by motifs that are not at the active site. Such substrates can have docking sites that increase their local concentration; if they are tethered by an additional site they are not limited by diffusion once the kinase is activated, even if it is activated in a very transient way. The authors should comment on this, as the whole system may be seen in a different way if one considers it as a tightly assembled signaling complex. In this scenario it is very likely that there could be an as yet unidentified functional equivalent of Tpx2 in the mitotic spindle.

This is an excellent point and we have amended the Discussion section to include a sentence pointing out how complex formation and substrate docking in vivo may further modulate the dynamics of the phosphorylated enzyme.

> 2\) The authors note that MYC binds as a pseudosubstrate to AurA. It has, however, also been shown that type II inhibitors displace MYC, thus there is presumably tight coupling between the activation segment and substrate binding. It would be good to discuss this a bit more.

We have included a mention of the NMYC pseudo substrate interaction and how it modulates the kinase dynamics in the revised Discussion section, in the same section that deals with the broader issue of substrate docking raised in point 1.

> 3\) The authors argue that the \"...C-helix is likely also coupled to these elements, but we note that the scale of the conformational changes of the C-helix in AurA is small (as is the case in the entire AGC lineage due to the constraining influence of the B-helix in these proteins)\". This is not evident from crystal structures that show flexibility of the alphaC helix. Admittedly, these structures lack the N-terminus but if the N-terminus constrains alphaC movement this would also pose a problem for the construct used in the spectroscopic data that uses a similar boundary. The authors should attempt to reconcile this issue in the discussion.

We have amended the Discussion section of the manuscript to further discuss the role of the aC-helix and how it is coupled to phosphorylation and Tpx2 binding.

To be clear we did not intend to suggest above that the aC-helix doesn't move at all in AurA, but rather to draw a clear distinction between the dynamics in AurA/AGC kinases versus in the classes of kinases like the CDKs and Src family in which the aC-helix undergoes a large-scale movement into an alternative, stable, and heavily-populated autoinhibitory state. The latter mode of motion is inhibited by the B-helix in AurA/AGC kinases. The reviewers are completely correct that the aC-helix may still be "dynamic" in AurA/AGC kinases, as evidenced by disorder in crystal structures. Indeed we detected these dynamics in our earlier molecular dynamics work (Cyphers et al., 2017) and found that they were suppressed by Tpx2. The smaller magnitude of the motions characteristic of these latter "dynamics" simply make it difficult to study them experimentally by e.g. DEER spectroscopy, which is why we have not measured these dynamics experimentally. This would be an interesting topic for a future work but is clearly outside the scope of the current study.

> 4\) The synergy between the two regions -- the TPX2 docking site (referred to as the hydrophobic motif in other AGC kinases) and the activation loop -- is a fascinating conclusion. While this synergy is critical in all kinases and highly regulated, it is not easily trackable in other kinases. Aurora A with its trans mechanism for docking to the hydrophobic motif is an exceptional model system to tease apart this synergy but the results are in general likely to be applicable to other kinases. The authors should at least pose the question of whether phosphorylation of the activation loop actually \"drives\" the assembly of the active kinase or \"facilitates\" the assembly of the active kinase.

We believe that our data, particularly the EPR results, show that phosphorylation really drives the assembly of the active state, albeit without stabilizing the active state relative to the DFG-Out state, which is in and of itself remarkable. The way we prefer to think about it is that the data argue that phosphorylation acts by altering the detailed shape of the conformational energy landscape for the DFG-In state, rather than by changing the depth of the free energy well (with respect to that for the DFG-Out state). We have amended the wording in the Discussion to clarify this point.

> 5\) The authors should state clearly that the driving force for evolution of the protein kinases is likely to be regulation and not highest efficiency catalysis.

We have amended the Discussion to make this point explicit.

> 6\) With regard to correlated motions of the C-Helix and the Hydrophobic Spine, we think it is important to include this motif in your analyses as these all seem to be related motions, including the water molecules that you describe. Even though the C-Helix does not substantially move in the AGC kinases, as you point out, it is the alignment of the spine residues that is critical and in the case of the AGC kinases there has been much attention paid to the \"capping\" of the R-spine with the hydrophobic motif -- a process that is highly regulated in unique ways for each AGC kinase. With Aurora A you have a very unique system which allows you to tease apart the allosteric features of the hydrophobic motif as it comes from a different protein. However, the concepts are likely to be similar. It would at least be useful to see one figure that compares the DFG motif and the water molecules, as well as the second Mg ion, with the R-spine in the DFG-In and DFG-out position -- even if it is in the supplement.

We have added a new figure to the supplement ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}) showing a comparison of the R-spine and DFG motif in the DFG-In and DFG-Out states. One of the interesting features of the DFG-Out state is that the role of the DFG phenylalanine in the R-spine is replaced by the DFGx tryptophan residue (W277), which partially restores the hydrophobic contacts of the R-spine. The polar interactions of Q185 with the water molecules characteristic of the active state, are, however, lost. We have also amended the Discussion section to explicitly mention our earlier result (Cyphers et al) that Tpx2 stabilizes the C-helix and regulatory spine.

> 7\) There is a question that relates to the C185 position, which is where you place one of the labels. This residue clearly is packed against the DFG phenylalanine in the DFG-out position. Cys itself is quite hydrophobic as is your probe. You demonstrate that the properties of the modified protein resemble those of the wt protein. However, do you know what happens if you replace this Cys with an Ala? Is this an activating mutation? It would seem that the unique position of this Cys might contribute to maintaining the DFG out inhibited state. Is this a possibility?

In our earlier work (see Cyphers et al., 2017) we replaced the Q185 residue with several different amino acids found at that position in different ePKs. In total we tested Q185C, Q185N, Q185L, Q185M and Q185H. We found that all mutations were deleterious to the activity of the phosphorylated enzyme, but that the activity of most of the mutants could be largely or completely rescued by activating with both phosphorylation and Tpx2. Interestingly, Q185N was the most deleterious mutation, and could only be partially rescued. We did not test the Q185A mutation, as alanine is not commonly found at this position in ePKs. It is certainly possible that some of the effects of the substitutions on kinase activity are due to differentially stabilizing the DFG-Out and DFG-In states, but as described in our Nat Chem Biol paper, we attributed most of the effects to the disruption of the water-mediated hydrogen bond network nucleated by Q185. Given the generally good agreement between the IR data, obtained with the unnatural Q185CN probe, and the FRET and EPR data, obtained with a native Q185 residue in the active site, it seems likely that any perturbation of the DFG equilibrium by the probe is relatively minor, although we can't rule out some effect. We have added a sentence to the IR section pointing out this caveat.

[^1]: Department of Chemistry, Winona State University, Winona, United States.
